The biological consequences of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill are unknown, especially for resident organisms. Here, we report results from a field study tracking the effects of contaminating oil across space and time in resident killifish during the first 4 mo of the spill event. Remote sensing and analytical chemistry identified exposures, which were linked to effects in fish characterized by genome expression and associated gill immunohistochemistry, despite very low concentrations of hydrocarbons remaining in water and tissues. Divergence in genome expression coincides with contaminating oil and is consistent with genome responses that are predictive of exposure to hydrocarbon-like chemicals and indicative of physiological and reproductive impairment. Oil-contaminated waters are also associated with aberrant protein expression in gill tissues of larval and adult fish. These data suggest that heavily weathered crude oil from the spill imparts significant biological impacts in sensitive Louisiana marshes, some of which remain for over 2 mo following initial exposures.

The biological consequences of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill are unknown, especially for resident organisms. Here, we report results from a field study tracking the effects of contaminating oil across space and time in resident killifish during the first 4 mo of the spill event. Remote sensing and analytical chemistry identified exposures, which were linked to effects in fish characterized by genome expression and associated gill immunohistochemistry, despite very low concentrations of hydrocarbons remaining in water and tissues. Divergence in genome expression coincides with contaminating oil and is consistent with genome responses that are predictive of exposure to hydrocarbon-like chemicals and indicative of physiological and reproductive impairment. Oil-contaminated waters are also associated with aberrant protein expression in gill tissues of larval and adult fish. These data suggest that heavily weathered crude oil from the spill imparts significant biological impacts in sensitive Louisiana marshes, some of which remain for over 2 mo following initial exposures.

**Results and Discussion**

Remote sensing and analytical chemistry were used to characterize exposure to DWH oil, where remote sensing data are spatially and temporally comprehensive but of low resolution and chemistry data are of high resolution but patchy in space and time. Ocean surface oil was remotely detected through the analysis of images from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (14). Proximity of the nearest oil slick to each field site (e.g., Fig. S1) was measured for each day that SAR data were available, from May 11 through August 13, 2010, to approximate the location, timing, and duration of coastal oiling (Fig. 1C). Although surface oil came close to many of our field sites in mid-June, only the Grande Terre (GT) site was directly oiled (Fig. 1B and C). Although the GT site had been clearly contaminated with crude oil for several weeks before our sampling (Fig. 1C and Fig. S2) and retained much oil in sediments (Dataset S2), only trace concentrations of oil components were detected in subsurface water samples collected from the GT site on June 28, 2010, and tissues did not carry abnormally high burdens of oil constituents at any site or time point (Dataset S2). Despite a low chemical signal for oil in the water column and tissues at the time of sampling, we detected significant biological effects associated with the GT site postoil.

We sampled multiple tissues from adult Gulf killifish (average weight of 3.5 g) from each of six field sites for each of three time points [only the first two time points for the Mobile Bay (MB) site] spanning the first 4 mo of the spill event (Fig. 1C). We compared biological responses across time (before, at the peak, and after oiling) and across space (oiled sites and sites not oiled) and integrated responses at the molecular level using genome expression profiling with complimentary protein expression and tissue morphology. Genome expression profiles, using microarrays and RNAseq, were characterized for livers because the organ is internal and integrates xenobiotic effects from multiple routes of entry (gill, intestine, and skin), and because liver is the primary tissue for metabolism of toxic oil constituents. Tissue morphology and expression of CYPIA protein, a common biomarker for exposure to select polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), was characterized for gills, the organ that provides the greatest surface area in direct contact with the surrounding aquatic environment. In addition, we exposed developing embryos to field-collected water samples to document bioavailability and bioactivity of oil contaminants for this sensitive early life stage.
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The oiling of the GT site at the end of June 2010 is associated with a clear functional genomic footprint. Of the 3,296 genes included in our analysis, expression of 1,600 and 1,257 genes varied among field sites and throughout the time course, respectively \( (P < 0.01) \) (Dataset S3). For the 646 genes that varied in expression only among sites (no significant time effect or site-by-time interaction), site variation followed a pattern of population isolation by distance, which is consistent with neutral evolutionary divergence (Fig. 2A) and population genetic expectations (15). Most importantly, 1,500 genes indicated a pattern of site-dependent time course expression (significant interaction, false discovery rate <0.01), where the trajectory of genome expression through time was divergent at the GT site compared with all other sites (Fig. 2B and C), particularly at the second time point, which coincides with oil contamination (Fig. 1C).

Previous studies have identified genes that are transcriptionally responsive to planar polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) exposures in killifish (16). Planar PCBs, dioxins, and PAHs (the primary toxic constituents in crude oil) are all mechanistically related insofar as they exert biological effects, in whole or in part, through aryl-hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) signaling pathways; indeed, morpholinone knockdown of the AHR is protective of the toxic effects of PAHs and PCBs in killifish (17), and exposures to PCBs and PAHs induce common genome expression responses in flounder (18). Of the genes that were transcriptionally responsive to PCB exposures (16), 380 were included in the current analysis. Expression of this subset of genes is predictive of transcriptional divergence in fish from the GT site coincident with oil contamination compared with other field sites (Fig. S3), especially for the top 10% of PCB-responsive genes (Fig. 2D). Transcriptional activation of these planar PCB-responsive genes in developing killifish embryos is predictive of induction of developmental abnormalities, decreased hatching success, and decreased embryonic and larval survival (16, 19). This set of genes includes members of the canonical battery of genes that are transcriptionally induced by ligand-activated AHR signaling, such as cytochrome P450s, cytochrome B5, and UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (Fig. 2F, set 1), for which increased transcription is particularly diagnostic of exposure to select hydrocarbons (20). Indeed, many genes that are transcriptionally induced or repressed by AHR activators (dioxins, PCBs, and PAHs) show induction or repression at the GT site coincident with crude oil contamination (Fig. 2F, set 1). An independent measure of genome expression, RNAseq, also indicates AHR activation in GT fish from June 28, 2010, compared with reference RNA (e.g., up-regulation of cytochrome P450s, UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT), and AHR itself; Fig. 2E). In parallel, up-regulation of CYP1A protein was detected in gills from GT fish sampled postoil and in early life-stage fish following controlled exposures to GT waters (Figs. 3 and 4). These data appear to be diagnostic of exposure to the toxic constituents in contaminating oil (PAHs) at a sufficient concentration and duration to induce biological responses in resident fish. Sustained activation of the CYP1A gene (Figs. 2F and 3) was predictive of persistent exposure to sublethal concentrations of crude oil components and negative population-level impacts in fish, sea otters, and harlequin ducks following the Exxon Valdez oil spill (reviewed in 1), although PAH toxicity may be mediated through AHR-independent pathways as well (21).

Transcriptional responses in other sets of coexpressed genes offer insights into the potential biological consequences of contaminating oil exposure at the GT site. Several gene ontology (GO) categories were enriched in the subset of genes that showed GT-specific expression divergence coincident with site- and time-specific oil contamination (Dataset S4). GO enrichment indicates activation of the ubiquitin-proteasome system (Fig. 2F, set 2), which, among diverse functions, is important for cellular responses to stress, cell cycle regulation, regulation of DNA repair, apoptosis, and immune responses (22). The AHR protein itself plays a role as a unique ligand-dependent E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets sex steroid (estrogen and androgen) receptor proteins for proteosomal destruction, thereby impairing
normal cellular responses to sex hormones in reproductive tissues, and this response can be activated by planar PAHs (23). Significant down-regulation of transcripts for egg envelope proteins zona pellucida (ZP3 and ZP4) and choriogenin (ChgHm and ChgH) that we detect at the GT site coincident with oil exposure (Fig. 2F, set 1) may be linked to this AHR-dependent proteolytic pathway because their transcription is estrogen-dependent (24, 25) and is down-regulated by exposure to PAHs in fish (25–27). In corroboration, RNAseq detects dramatically down-regulated ZP, ChgH, and vitellogenin transcripts in GT fish (Fig. 2F). Although the transcriptional response that we detect is in male fish, these proteins are synthesized in male livers (reviewed in 25, 27) and down-regulation is consistent with antiestrogenic effects from exposure to PAHs (28). Possible impacts on reproduction merit attention because water only from the GT site induced CYP1A protein in the gills of developing killifish (Fig. 3) at low concentrations of total aromatics and alkanes (Dataset S2) and more than 2 mo after initial oiling, indicating persistent bioavailability of PAHs. Marsh contamination with DWH oil coincided with the spawning season for many marsh animals, including killifish (29), and reproductive effects are predictive of long-term population-level impacts from oil spills (1).

Controlled exposures of developing killifish to water collected from GT on June 28 and August 30, 2010, induced CYP1A protein expression in larval gills relative to fish exposed to GT water preoil and exposed to Bayou La Batre (BLB) site water that was not oiled (Fig. 3). This response is consistent with the location and timing of oil contamination, and it indicates that the remaining oil constituents dissolved at very low concentrations at GT after landfall (Dataset S2) were bioavailable and bioactive to developing fish. Although exposures to PAHs stereotypically induce cardiovascular system abnormalities in developing fish at relatively high concentrations (e.g., 21), none were observed in these animals. However, even very low-concentration exposures during development, insufficient to induce cardiovascular abnormalities in embryos, can impair cardiac performance in adulthood (30). The adult fish sampled in situ from the oil-contaminated GT site showed divergent regulation of several genes involved in blood vessel morphogenesis and heme metabolism coincident with oil contamination (Fig. 2F, set 3). Multigeneration field studies are necessary to confirm cardiovascular effects from DWH oil contamination of marshes that coincided with spawning.

**Fig. 2.** Genome expression between field sites and across time. Field sites include Grand Terre (GT), Bay St. Louis (BSL), Belle Fontaine Point (BFP), Bayou La Batre (BLB), Mobile Bay (MB), and Fort Morgan (FMA). GT was the only site to be directly oiled, which occurred between the first and second sampling times (Fig. 1 and Dataset S2). (A) For genes that vary only among sites (no expression change with time or interaction), pairwise site-specific transcriptome divergence along principal component (PC) 1, as a function of pairwise geographical distance, shows a pattern consistent with isolation by distance. (B) Trajectory of genome expression responses through time for each of six field sites from the preoil sample time (dot at base of arrow) through the peak-oil sample time (middle dot), to the latest postevent sample time (dot at head of arrow) following PC analysis of genes showing statistically significant main effects (site and time) and interaction terms. (C) Divergence along PC1 is isolated, where bars for each site from left to right represent sampling times from the earliest to the latest. (D) Expression divergence along PC1 for the subset of genes that is dose-responsive to PCB exposure (top 10% of PCB-responsive genes). (E) RNAseq data showing genes up- and down-regulated (x axis positive and negative, respectively) in fish from GT sample time 2 (coincident with oil) compared with reference RNA, where select genes are identified. (Inset) Genes are dramatically down-regulated at GT (detailed RNAseq data are presented in Dataset S5). (F) Expression levels for specific genes (rows) and treatments (columns), where cell color indicates up-regulation (yellow) or down-regulation (blue) scaled according to site-specific expression level at the preoil sample time, for genes with divergent expression at the GT site. Genes are grouped into functional categories, and scale bars indicate N-fold up- or down-regulation.
Coastal salt marsh habitats are dynamic and stressful, where changes in environmental parameters, such as temperature, hypoxia, and salinity, can continuously challenge resident wildlife. Regulation of ion transport in fish is particularly important for facilitating homeostasis in response to the salinity fluctuations that are common in estuaries. We found altered regulation of multiple ion transport genes in fish from the GT site coincident with oil contamination (Fig. 2F, set 4). For example, V-type proton ATPases are up-regulated and Na⁺,K⁺-ATPase subunits and tight-junction proteins are down-regulated, coincident with oiling at the GT site, in the absence of substantial changes in environmental salinity (Dataset S2). Other genes important for osmotic regulation in killifish (31) are also divergently down-regulated at the GT site, including type II iodothyronine deiodinase (DIO2), transcription factor jun-B (JUNB), and arginase 2 (ARG2). In corroboration, RNAseq data show down-regulation of DIO2, JUNB, and ARG2 in GT fish compared with reference fish (Fig. 2F). Although the physiological consequences of oil exposures are typically studied in isolation, it is reasonable to predict that exposure to oil may compromise the ability of resident organisms to adjust physiologically to natural stressors.

Induction of CYP1A protein expression is a hallmark of AHR signaling pathway activation, making it a sensitive biomarker of exposure to select planar PAHs and other hydrocarbons (20). Although the liver is the key organ for CYP1A-mediated metabolism of these substrates, gill tissues represent the most proximate site of exposure to PAHs. As a result of direct contact with the environment and the nature of the gill as a transport epithelium, the gill may be a more sensitive indicator of exposure to contaminants than the liver (32). CYP1A protein was markedly elevated in GT fish postoil compared with GT fish preoil and compared with fish from other field sites that were not directly oiled (Fig. 4). CYP1A induction was localized predominantly to pillar cells of the gill lamellae and within undifferentiated cells underlying the interlamellar region, which may have contributed to the filamental and lamellar hyperplasia observed during trips 2 and 3, as well as the gross proliferation of the interlamellar region observed during trip 2 in GT fish (Fig. 4). These effects imply a decrease in the effective surface area of the gill, a tissue that supports critical physiological functions, such as ion homeostasis, respiratory gas exchange, systemic acid-base regulation, and nitrogenous waste excretion (33). Currently, the degree to which oil-induced effects may interact with commonly encountered challenges, such as fluctuations in hypoxia and salinity, to compromise physiological resilience is unclear.

By integrating remote sensing and in situ chemical measures of exposure, and linking these with integrated measures of biological effect (genome expression and tissue morphology), we provide evidence that links biological impacts with exposure to contaminants from the DWH spill within coastal marsh habitats. Although body burdens of toxins are not high, consistently elevated in GT fish postoil (trips 2 and 3) compared with GT fish preoil (trips 1 and 2, and gills from trip 1 at the BLB site were not available for processing. Fish gills from the GT site during trips 2 and 3 showed high CYP1A expression and an elevated incidence of hyperplasia of the lamellae and interlamellar space on the gill filaments coincident with oil contamination. CYP1A protein was elevated at the GT site postoil (trips 2 and 3) compared with GT preoil (trip 1) as well as with other field sites, none of which were directly oiled. Nuclei were stained using hematoxylin (blue). Exact site locations and sampling dates are reported in Dataset S1.

were caught by minnow trap, and tissues were excised immediately. Liver was preserved in RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.) for genome expression (microarray and RNAseq) analysis. Gill tissues were fixed in situ in buffered zinc-based formalin Z-Fix (Anatech LTD). Succinct methods follow, and more detailed methods are available online.

Satellite imagery (SAR) was analyzed to provide estimation of the timing, location, and duration of coastal oil contamination. The calculated distance from each field sampling site to the nearest oil slick was calculated from the “straight-line” distance from the global positioning system position of the station (Dataset S1) to that of the observed oil across any and all intervening geographical barriers (e.g., Fig. S1).

Fig. 4. CYP1A protein expression in adult killifish gills (dark red staining) sampled in situ from all sampling times (columns) and locations (rows). Locations include Grand Terre (GT), Bay St. Louis (BSL), Belle Fontaine Point (BFP), Bayou La Batre (BLB), Mobile Bay (MB), and Fort Morgan (FMA). (Magnification 40X, scale bars = 10 μm.) The MB site was only sampled on trips 1 and 2, and gills from trip 1 at the BLB site were not available for processing. Fish gills from the GT site during trips 2 and 3 showed high CYP1A expression and an elevated incidence of hyperplasia of the lamellae and interlamellar space on the gill filaments coincident with oil contamination. CYP1A protein was elevated at the GT site postoil (trips 2 and 3) compared with GT preoil (trip 1) as well as with other field sites, none of which were directly oiled. Nuclei were stained using hematoxylin (blue). Exact site locations and sampling dates are reported in Dataset S1.

Methods

The locations (latitude and longitude) of our field sampling sites and dates for sampling at each site are summarized in Dataset S1. Gulf killifish (F. grandis) were caught by minnow trap, and tissues were excised immediately. Liver was preserved in RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.) for genome expression (microarray and RNAseq) analysis. Gill tissues were fixed in situ in buffered zinc-based formalin Z-Fix (Anatech LTD). Succinct methods follow, and more detailed methods are available online.

Satellite imagery (SAR) was analyzed to provide estimation of the timing, location, and duration of coastal oil contamination. The calculated distance from each field sampling site to the nearest oil slick was calculated from the “straight-line” distance from the global positioning system position of the station (Dataset S1) to that of the observed oil across any and all intervening geographical barriers (e.g., Fig. S1).

were caught by minnow trap, and tissues were excised immediately. Liver was preserved in RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.) for genome expression (microarray and RNAseq) analysis. Gill tissues were fixed in situ in buffered zinc-based formalin Z-Fix (Anatech LTD). Succinct methods follow, and more detailed methods are available online.

Satellite imagery (SAR) was analyzed to provide estimation of the timing, location, and duration of coastal oil contamination. The calculated distance from each field sampling site to the nearest oil slick was calculated from the “straight-line” distance from the global positioning system position of the station (Dataset S1) to that of the observed oil across any and all intervening geographical barriers (e.g., Fig. S1).
Analytical chemistry of water, tissue, and sediment samples was performed to offer detailed characterization of exposure to contaminating oil (data reported in Dataset S2). Sample data for two control samples are summarized in Dataset S1. All sample extracts were analyzed using GC interfaced to an MS detector system. Spectral data were processed by Chemstation Software (Agilent Technologies), and analyte concentrations were calculated based on the internal standard method.

Genome expression across sites and time was characterized using custom oligonucleotide microarrays. Genome expression was measured in liver tissues from five replicate fish, and the resulting gene expression data from the six replicate hybridizations were normalized to the mean of the triplicate. The resulting normalized expression values were used to identify differentially expressed genes.

For RNAseq, transcript abundance was compared between liver mRNA from three replicate fish (RNA was not pooled) from the GT site and from the control site. All RNA samples were sequenced on the Illumina Gene Analyzer platform (Expression Analysis, Inc.). Following quality control filtering, quantitative transcript abundance analysis was performed by mapping sequence reads to target sequences (6,810 unique F. heteroclitus target EST sequences, Dataset S5) using the Bowtie short read alignment software. A custom Perl script determined the number of reads mapping to each target sequence. The Bioconductor package DESeq (version 2.8) (39) was used to determine the statistical significance of each differentially expressed target using a negative binomial method with P values adjusted by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure.

Gill tissues were sampled from all field sites for morphological and immunohistochemical analysis of CYP1A protein expression. Gill tissues from the first and second gill arches were sectioned along the longitudinal axis at a thickness of 4 μm and probed with mAb C10-7 against fish CYP1A (40). Sections were counterprobed using the Vectastain ABC immunoperoxidase system (Vector Laboratories), utilizing the ImmPACT Nova RED peroxidase substrate kit (Vector Laboratories) to visualize the CYP1A protein in red. Tissue sections were counterstained with Vector Hematoxylin QS (Vector Laboratories).

F. grandis embryos obtained from parents not exposed to oil (collected from Codicord, LA) were exposed to water samples from the GT and BLB sites collected subsurface on the dates indicated in Dataset S1. Following fertilization, 20 embryos were randomly transferred in triplicate to one of the six field-collected waters (2 field sites × 3 time points) at 3 h postfertilization. Embryos were also exposed to a lab control of artificial 17 parts per thousand (ppt) water. Larvae were sampled at 24 d postfertilization and fixed in 2-Fix solution. Sectioning and staining were as described in the previous section.
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SI Methods

The locations (latitude and longitude) of our field sampling sites and dates for sampling at each site are summarized in Dataset S1. Gulf killifish (Fundulus grandis) were caught by minnow trap, and tissues were excised immediately. Liver was preserved in RNA-later (Ambion, Inc.) for genome expression (microarray and RNAseq) analysis. Gill tissues were fixed in situ in buffered zinc-based formalin Z-Fix (Anatech LTD).

Satellite Imagery. Satellite imagery was analyzed to provide a coarse but spatially and temporally comprehensive estimation of the timing, location, and duration of coastal oil contamination. Surface oil from the DWH oil spill was detected through the analysis of SAR images, which offer the most effective means of detecting oil remotely. This active radar system operates over large spatial scales in all weather and at all times of day (1, 2). Oil dampens the ocean’s smallest capillary waves (3–5 cm in length), yielding black regions in the image attributable to the total lack of microwave backscatter from the sea surface to the sensor, compared with higher backscatter from surrounding regions with waves (Fig. S1). False-positive results are possible from areas with low wind (<3 m/s) and from algal blooms; thus, the use of another satellite sensor or “sea truth” (e.g., wind measurements) is advisable for confirmation of the SAR signal. Only SAR images with distinct signatures, unrelated to these potential artifacts, were used in this study, although even thin oil sheens would potentially yield a dark return because SAR data yield no information about oil thickness. We used SAR measurements from multiple satellites (TerraSARX; ERS-2, CosmoSkymed-1-2, and -3; Radarsat-1 and -2; Palsar; and Envisat-2). Data were received and processed in real time at the University of Miami Center for Southeastern Tropical Advanced Remote Sensing (CSTARS) laboratory and were further processed at the Louisianna State University Earth Scan Laboratory. The calculated distance from each field sampling site to the nearest oil slick was calculated from the “straight-line” distance from the global positioning system position of the station (Dataset S1) to that of the observed oil across any and all intervening geographical barriers (e.g., Fig. S1). Therefore, calculated distances do not necessarily represent the overall distance oil would have traveled to reach a sample station, although as the calculated distance approaches zero, these two distances (straight line vs. travel distance) become extensionally equivalent.

Analytical Chemistry. Analytical chemistry of water, tissue, and sediment samples was performed to offer detailed characterization of exposure to contaminating oil (data reported in Dataset S2). Sample dates and locations are summarized in Dataset S1. Two liters of water was collected subsurface in 1-L amber-glass jars from each sample site and date, and it was kept at 4 °C until extraction, which was performed within 1 wk of collection. Tissues (whole fish) were collected from each of the field sites from the second (June 2010) and third (August 2010) sampling time points and frozen at −20 °C until extraction. Sediment was collected from each of the field sites after the final sampling time point (September 2010) in 8-oz glass jars and frozen at −20 °C until extraction.

The sediment extraction procedure is as follows. Approximately 30 g of sediment/soil was accurately weighed (to the nearest 0.01 g) into a precleaned 500-mL beaker. The material was homogenized with anhydrous sodium sulfate sample until a “dry” sand-like matrix was created. One milliliter of surrogate standard was spiked into the sample, followed by the addition of 100 mL of pesticide-grade dichloromethane (DCM). The sample mixture was sonicated (60% intensity) for ~10 min and allowed to settle for 15 min. The solvent was poured over a sodium sulfate funnel to remove any water and drained into 500-mL flat-bottomed flasks. The extraction process was repeated two more times, followed by rinsing the funnel with 25 mL of DCM. The flask was placed on a Buchi evaporative system and reduced to a final volume of 5–10 mL of DCM. The DCM concentrate was pipetted from the flask, placed into a 10-mL microextraction thimble, and reduced to a final volume of 1 mL using a nitrogen blow-down system. The 1-mL extract was transferred to a 2-mL autosampler vial and spiked with 10 μL of internal standard solution. Autosampler vials were stored at 4 °C until ready for analysis.

The water extraction procedure is as follows. Approximately 1,000 mL of water was accurately weighed (to the nearest 1.0 mL) into a precleaned 20,000-mL separatory funnel. One milliliter of surrogate standard was spiked into the sample, followed by the addition of 100 mL of pesticide-grade DCM. The sample mixture was hand-shaken for ~10 min and allowed to settle for 15 min. The solvent in the bottom of the funnel was drained through a sodium sulfate funnel to remove any water and drained into a 500-mL flat-bottomed flask. The extraction process was repeated two more times, followed by rinsing the funnel with 25 mL of DCM. The flask was placed on a Buchi evaporative system and reduced to a final volume of 5–10 mL of DCM. The DCM concentrate was pipetted from the flask, placed into a 10-mL microextraction thimble, and reduced to a final volume of 1 mL using a nitrogen blow-down system. The 1-mL extract was transferred to a 2-mL autosampler vial and spiked with 10 μL of internal standard solution. Autosampler vials were stored at 4 °C until ready for analysis.

The tissue extraction procedure is as follows. Approximately 5–10 g of tissue was accurately weighed to the nearest 0.01 g into a precleaned 500-mL beaker. The material was homogenized with anhydrous sodium sulfate sample until a dry sand-like matrix was created. One milliliter of surrogate standard was spiked into the sample, followed by the addition of 50 mL of pesticide-grade DCM. The sample mixture was sonicated (60% intensity) for ~10 min and allowed to settle for 15 min. The solvent was poured over a sodium sulfate funnel to remove any water and drained into a 250-mL flat-bottomed flask. The extraction process was repeated two more times, followed by rinsing the funnel with 25 mL of DCM. The flask was placed on a Buchi evaporative system and reduced to a final volume of 5–10 mL of DCM. The DCM concentrate was pipetted from the flask, placed into a 10-mL microextraction thimble, and reduced to a final volume of 1 mL using a nitrogen blow-down system. The 1-mL extract was transferred to a 2-mL autosampler vial and spiked with 10 μL of internal standard solution. Autosampler vials were stored at 4 °C until ready for analysis.

All sample extracts were analyzed using an Agilent 7890A Gas Chromatography system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) config-
ured with a 5% diphenyl/95% (vol/vol) dimethyl polysiloxane high-resolution capillary column (30 m, 0.25-mm inner diameter, 0.25-μm film) directly interfaced to an Agilent 5975 inert XL MS detector system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). An Agilent 7638B series Auto Injector (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) was used for sample introduction into the GC/MS system. The GC flow rates were optimized to provide a required degree of separation, which includes near-baseline resolution of n-C17 and pristine, and baseline resolution of n-C18 and phytane. The injection temperature was set at 250 °C, and only high-temperature and low-temperature bleed septa were used in the GC inlet. GC was performed in the temperature program mode with an initial column temperature of 55 °C for 3 min, which was then increased to 280 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min and held for 3 min. The oven was then heated from 280 °C to 300 °C at a rate of 1.5 °C/min and held at 300 °C for 2 min. Total run time was 66.33 min per sample. The interface to the MS was maintained at 280 °C. Ultra-high-purity helium was the carry gas for the GC/MS system.

Spectral data were processed by Chemstation Software (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). Analyte concentrations were calculated based on the internal standard method. Therefore, an internal standard mixture composed of naphthalene-d8, acenaphthenene-d10, chrysene-d12, and perylene-d12 (usually at a concentration of 10 ng/μL) was spiked into the sample extract just before analysis. The concentration of specific target oil analytes was determined by a five-point calibration and internal standard method. Standards containing parent (nonalkylated) hydrocarbons were used in the calibration curve. Alkylated homologs were quantified using the response factor of the parent, and were therefore semiquantitative. This was the standard procedure, because alkylated standards were not available.

**Genome Expression: Microarrays.** Genome expression across sites and time was characterized using custom oligonucleotide microarrays. Genome expression was measured in liver tissues from five replicate individual male fish per site-time treatment (5 biological replicates). Male fish were chosen for genome expression analysis because sampling was conducted during spawning season, when female reproductive condition (and associated liver genome expression) can be highly variable. Microarray probes (60-mer) were designed from contigs constructed from *F. heteroclitus*-expressed sequence tags. *F. heteroclitus* is the Atlantic coast-distributed species of Gulf coast-distributed *F. grandis* (3). Microarrays included probes for 6,800 unique EST sequences, each printed in duplicate on 15,000 element custom Agilent microarrays (design ID no. 027999) (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent, antisense RNA (aRNA) prepared using the amino allyl aRNA amplification kit (Ambion, Inc.), and purified aRNA coupled to Alexa Fluor dyes (Alexa Fluor 555 and 647; Molecular Probes, Inc.), and it was hybridized to custom microarrays for 18 h at 60 °C in a balanced loop design. Microarray images were captured using a Packard Bioscience ScanArray Express (PerkinElmer, Inc.) microarray scanner, and images were processed using Imagene (Biodiscovery, Inc.). Spots that were too bright (saturated) or too faint (below 2 SDs above background intensity) were excluded from normalization, resulting in a final set of 3,296 probes included for normalization and statistical analysis (Dataset S3). Data were lowess-normalized and then mixed model-normalized using linear mixed models to account for fixed (dye) effects and random (array) effects. Normalized data were then analyzed using mixed model ANOVA, with “site” [Grand Terre (GT), Bay St. Louis (BSL), Belle Fontaine Point (BFP), Bayou La Batre (BLB), Mobile Bay (MB), and Fort Morgan (FMA)] and “sampling time” (sampling trips 1, 2, and 3) (Dataset S1) as main effects, including an interaction (site-by-time) term. “Dye” was considered a fixed effect, and “array” and “replicate individual within site-time treatment” (*n* = 5) were treated as random effects. The false discovery rate was estimated using Q-value (4). Principal components analysis was performed using MeV (5). GO enrichment was tested using DAVID (6).

**Genome Expression: RNAseq.** Transcript abundance was compared between liver mRNA from three replicate fish (RNA was not pooled) from the GT site from June 28, 2010, and mRNA from two control samples. The two control samples are composed of pooled liver mRNA from six and eight individuals, respectively, collected in April 2008. The individuals for one control sample were collected (2 each) from three sites west of the Mississippi river, including Port Aransas, Texas; Cocodrie, Louisiana; and LeeVille, Louisiana. The individuals for the second control sample were collected (2 each) from four sites west of the Mississippi River, including Dauphin Island, Alabama; Weeks Bay, Alabama; Santa Rosa Island, Florida; and St. Teresa, Florida. All RNA samples were sequenced on the Illumina Gene Analyzer platform (Expression Analysis, Inc.), and the resulting short-read data were summarized in fastq format. Short reads with more than two uncalled bases were removed. Each read was cut whenever a position fell below a minimum quality score of 10 or if the average of the qualities of a position and its two neighbors fell below 20, and the largest remaining fragment was used.

Quantitative transcript abundance analysis was initiated by mapping filtered short reads to target sequences (6,810 unique *F. heteroclitus* target EST sequences, Dataset S5) using the Bowtie short read alignment software (7). A custom Perl script determined the number of fragments mapped to each target sequence. The Bioconductor package DESeq (version 2.8) (8) was then used to determine statistical significance of each differentially expressed target using a negative binomial method with *P* values adjusted by the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. The three GT site samples were identified as a single “Exposed” class to DESeq, and the two pooled samples were identified as a single “Control” class.

**Gill Morphology and Protein Expression: Field Study.** Male and female fish were sampled from all field sites for analysis of CYP1A protein expression in the gills. Tissues were fixed immediately in Z-Fix, stored on ice, and held at room temperature before further processing. Gill tissues from at least three fish per site per sampling time were dehydrated in ascending grades of histology-grade ethanol. Tissues were then transferred to a t-butanol bath before clearing in Histochoice Clearing Agent (Ameresco) and embedding in Paraplast (Sigma). Tissues were cut along the longitudinal axis at a thickness of 4 μm using an American Optical S20 microtome and transferred onto poly-L-lysine–coated microscope slides. After rehydration, tissues were processed for antigen retrieval by microwave in Tris-buffered saline (pH 9.0) and blocked. Tissues were then probed with mAb C10-7 against fish CYP1A (9). Sections were counterprobed using the Vectastain ABC immunoperoxidase system (Vector Laboratories), utilizing the ImmPACT Nova RED peroxidase substrate kit (Vector Laboratories) to visualize the CYP1A protein in red. Tissue sections were counterstained with Vector Hematoxylin QS (Vector Laboratories). Slides were then observed with a Leica DM RXA2 microscope (Leica Microsystems), and images were captured with a Spot Insight 4 megapixel camera (Diagnostic Instruments). Representative images were captured at a magnification of 40x.

**Early Life-Stage Experiments.** Approximately 20 L of water was collected (in coordination with collection of water for analytical chemistry; Dataset S2) subsurface from field sites on the dates indicated in Dataset S1. Water was stored in airtight stainless-steel soda kegs and kept at 4 °C until experiments were conducted. Water samples from GT and BLB were utilized in laboratory exposures of *F. grandis* embryos obtained by in vitro
fertilization using ova and spermatozoa collected from a brood stock of unexposed adult *F. grandis* derived from Cocodrie, Louisiana before oiling. Cocodrie parental stock fish were maintained at Louisiana State University, where they were held in the aquatics facility at the Department of Biological Sciences in 400-L tanks maintained at 17 parts per thousand (ppt) water (Instant Ocean) under recirculating conditions.

Following fertilization, 20 embryos were randomly transferred in triplicate to one of the six field-collected waters (2 field sites × 3 time points) at 3 h postfertilization. Embryos were also exposed to a laboratory control consisting of artificial 17 ppt water. Larvae at 24 d postfertilization were sampled and fixed in Z-Fix solution. After fixation, tissues were prepared, sectioned, and stained with the mAb C10-7, as described in the previous section.


Fig. S1. Representative measurements of the distance from field sites to ocean surface oil according to the CosmoSkymed2 SAR image captured May 13, 2010, at 11:56 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). Field sites include Grand Terre (GT), Bay St. Louis (BSL), Belle Fontaine Point (BFP), Bayou La Batre (BLB), and Fort Morgan (FMA).

Fig. S2. Oil contaminating the marsh at the GT field site on June 16, 2010 (photograph by B.D.).
Dataset S1. Sites, precise locations, and sampling dates for three field sampling trips

Dataset S2. Analytical chemistry of subsurface water samples, tissue samples (whole fish), and sediment samples

Dataset S3. Genome expression microarray data: All probes included in the analysis, including the target EST sequence, probe sequence, annotation, average expression within each treatment (average of \( n = 5 \) replicate samples within each site-by-time treatment), and results from statistical analyses

Dataset S4. Results of GO enrichment analysis using DAVID for the subset of genes that were divergently expressed at the GT site coincident with oil contamination

Dataset S5. Genome expression RNAseq data: All gene targets included in the analysis, including the target EST sequence, annotation, fold difference in transcript abundance between the average of three replicate fish from GT sample time 2 (June 28, 2010) and two replicate reference RNA pools, and adjusted \( P \) values

Fig. S3. Expression divergence along principal component 1 (PC1) across consecutive sampling times for the subset of 380 genes that was dose-responsive to PCB exposure in a study by Whitehead et al. (1). Field sites include Grand Terre (GT), Bay St. Louis (BSL), Belle Fontaine Point (BFP), Bayou La Batre (BLB), and Fort Morgan (FMA).